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Are you excited about the World Cup? So is our team at Watersavers Turf. Six out of ten Russian arenas were created with a hybrid
pitch. The hybrid pitch at the World Cup is a blend of real and artificial grass. For us, this is exciting news! Adding synthetic turf to
natural grass gives players a surface that can stand up to wear and tear. We also offer wear and tear resistant soccer turf . So, if you're
in the market to improve a soccer field or install a practice area at your home, we'll be glad to help you find the perfect turf for your
project.

Artificial Grass for Soccer Fields Improves the Game

This combination of natural and artificial grass for soccer fields was chosen for many reasons. Like most types of artificial grass for
soccer fields, it’s designed to drain water more quickly than live grass. This new hybrid of real and artificial grass for soccer fields
has a network of pipes beneath the turf that serves to drain excess moisture. The pipes ensure the live turf remains as healthy as
possible by adjusting the growing conditions near the roots. Good drainage also means rain is less likely to have an impact on game
play.

This unique pitch is 95% live grass, 5% synthetic yarn. A special reinforcement system ensures that surface stands up to the kind of
damage that can occur during intense matches. The reinforcement system maintains pitch stability during longer games. This reduces
the need for constant upkeep.
Of course, a new playing surface is only one highlight of this year’s games. Others include:

Mexico Defeating Germany

One of the most thrilling moments in this World Cup has been Mexico’s win over Germany. Hirving Lozano’s goal caused Germany
to suffer their first opening game defeat since 1982. This moment is one soccer fans are likely to remember for a very long time.
Ronaldo’s Hat-Trick

Cristiano Ronaldo stole a win from Spain with a hat-trick. The moment was all the more exciting because it came towards the end
of a very intense match. Portugal had already led twice, only for Spain to overtake them.
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Spain’s Lucky Break

Iran wasn’t making it easy for Spain to score a goal during their match. That is until Ramin Rezaeian tackled Diego Costa.
This caused the ball to ricochet off Costa's shin and into the goal. Spain maintained their lead for the rest of the game.

Synthetic Soccer Turf Fuels Amazing Game Play

We sell our own synthetic soccer turf that offers many of the same benefits as hybrid turf. It also tends to drain water more
quickly than live grass. It’s ideal for schools and smaller leagues because it’s less likely to get damaged during game play.
This reduces upkeep costs. You also never need to mow or water our synthetic soccer turf. That helps reduce expenses
even more. Best of all, our synthetic soccer turf is safe. It limits the chance of trips and falls because it tends to stay flat
and even throughout a match.
On top of all that, we’re celebrating the World Cup this season by offering the chance to win an awesome prize when you
spend $300 on our field turf or related products!

Buy Irrigation Supplies, Field Turf, or Landscape Products & Win a Prize

Do you want to watch the World Cup with people who share your love of the game? Then stop by any Watersavers Turf
SF Bay Area location. We’re celebrating the games with a special offer. For every $300 you spend on field turf or any of
our other products, you'll get a raffle ticket. After the final game, we'll announce the winners. Each winner receives a team
jersey. The more field turf or irrigation supplies and landscape products you buy, the more chances you have to win.

Our Experts Can Find the Ideal Turf for Your Team

Watersavers Turf can help you find the perfect turf for your project. Our expert staff can help you make the right choice
from our wide selection of synthetic turfs. We also offer free large 1’ x 1’ turf samples so you can feel the quality of our
products. If you can’t make it to us, we’ll ship them anywhere in the Continental United States.
Download our other newsletters or follow us on Facebook for more updates. To learn about our products, give us a call
at 844-974-8873, or chat with us online.
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